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The three essays of Facebooking the Anthropocene in Raja Ampat paint a
deeply intimate portrait of the cataclysmic shifts between humans, technology, and the so-called natural world. Amid the breakneck pace of both
technological advance and environmental collapse, Bob Ostertag explores
how we are changing as fast as the world around us—from how we make
music, to how we have sex, to what we do to survive, and who we imagine
ourselves to be. And though the environmental crisis terrifies and technology
overwhelms, Ostertag finds enough creativity, compassion, and humor in
our evolving behavior to keep us laughing and inspired as the world we
are building overtakes the world we found.
A true polymath who covered the wars in Central America during the 1980s,
recorded dozens of music projects, and published books on startlingly
eclectic subjects, Ostertag fuses his travels as a touring musician with his
journalist’s eye for detail and the long view of a historian. Wander both
the physical and the intellectual world with him. Watch Buddhist monks
take selfies while meditating and DJs who make millions of dollars pretend
to turn knobs in front of crowds of thousands. Shiver with families huddling
through the stinging Detroit winter without heat or electricity. Meet Spice
Islanders who have never seen flushing toilets yet have gay hookup apps
on their phones.
Our best writers have struggled with how to address the catastrophes of our
time without looking away. Ostertag succeeds where others have failed,
with the moral acuity of Susan Sontag, the technological savvy of Lewis
Mumford, and the biting humor of Jonathan Swift.
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ACCOLADES
“This is global reporting at its best, a pointillistic portrait of the troubles of
our time rendered in riotous detail. It reads like a riff, not a sermon.”
—Richard Manning, author of Go Wild
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